


BULGARIA

43% of news outlets trivialize Gender Based and Domestic 
violence (GBDV) cases. 

 🔹 The high share of outlets who tend to trivialize GBDV cases unveils a serious issue with 
the way media treat an otherwise important problem. 

 🔹 A significant portion of outlets tend to turn their attention to the shocking side of stories, 
often going into details that by no means contribute to an informed public discussion on 
GBDV.

Substance abuse and Jealousy led reported motives in GBDV 
cases

 🔹 Outlets rarely went into details as to the motives behind the GDBV. When they did a 
leading cause was substance abuse (54% of the coverage citing motives). 

 🔹 The typical perpetrator was abusive when sober, but even more abusive while under 
the influence (usually alcohol). 

 🔹 Jealousy was another leading motive (42% of the coverage). 

 🔹 The perpetrator was often an ex-husband who still harasses his victim or a controlling 
man who possibly has abandonment issues.



NORWAY

42% of news outlets publish high quality articles analysing 
the Gender Based and Domestic Violence cases and the 
reasons behind them 

 🔹 About 45% of the relevant coverage was neutral or strictly informative in character. 
Most often than not it just followed events from the perspective of an institution such 
as the police or any part of the judicial system. Those articles did not employ any 
inappropriate language, but also refrained from showing an actual stance against GBDV

 🔹 Nevertheless, the vast majority of articles (55%) did take a stand against violence, be it 
by showing the author’s negative opinion of it or by offering high-quality analysis into 
the situations and the reasons for it.

Substance abuse and Jealousy were among the leading 
motives in GBDV cases 

 🔹 Only rarely did Norwegian media go into detail as to what exactly motivated a particular 
act of violence they reported on. Out of those cases, the most prevalent motive was 
substance abuse (28%). Most often than not this included drug abuse which led to acts 
of physical harm.

 🔹 Jealousy was also mentioned in a significant share (24%) of articles discussing motives. 

 🔹 Jealousy and Substance abuse were also the two motives that media rarely 
accompanies by thorough analysis.
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The Prevention Through Awareness Project  ACF/349, www.ptainfo.eu, is being 
implementеd by Intelday Foundation, in partnership with Perceptica Ltd., Bulgaria, 

and M-Brain AS, Norway, with a financial support of Iceland, Liechtenstein and 
Norway under the EEA Financial Mechanism. The purpose of the project is to 

analyze the coverage of the Domestic Violence and Gender-Based Violence in 
Bulgarian and Norwegian media, and communication campaign.
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Gender-based and domestic violence (GBDV) is a problem 
covered by the media on a daily basis. In the period 
November 2018 - November 2019, 7475 relevant articles on 
the topic were published in Bulgaria and 7179 - in Norway. 
A comparative analysis of the way in which the media in 
both countries approach one and the same problem and 
how they cover the cases of gender-based and domestic 

violence has been made.
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